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Maine Youngsters Outshine California in Reading but the Difference Is
Greater than Phonics
California is taking action to re-emphasize "back to basics" phonics instruction as critics
charge that literature-based reading programs have resulted in plummeting reading
scores. But before rushing to follow California's lead, University of Maine literacy
faculty suggest that other states take a look at what's happening in Maine, which is
experiencing the most successful reading instruction and scores.
Maine fourth graders lead the nation in reading proficiency, according to the 1994
National Assessment of Educational Progress recently released by the U.S. Education
Department. Maine's average score was 228 compared to the national average of 212.
Nationally, 41 percent scored below the basic skill level. Maine had the highest
proportion of fourth graders reading at both the basic and middle levels of proficiency,
and was just one percentage point behind Connecticut for the largest proportion scoring
at the advanced level.
"Leaming to read is a complex task, requiring synchronized cognitive, perceptual and
motor skills, so the issue isn't about the importance of phonics but about how best to
teach it," says Paula Moore, assistant professor of education and director ofUMaine's
Center for Early Literacy, which produces the Little Books for Early Readers series.
Reading, when appropriately taught, includes phonics, but in service to learning to read,
not as an isolated skill in itself, she explains.
"Young readers are highly motivated to learn, and we don't want to lose that excitement
by teaching in a decontexualized way. Young children need to learn how spoken
language corresponds to letters and letter clusters, but one letter and its sound have no
meaning. Most find it easy to learn phonics in the process of reading stories that use
natural language and captivate their interest," Moore says.
"In Maine, whole language instruction is more than just another great experiment that
never really got tried as in some other states," says Jeffrey Wilhelm, assistant professor
of education, and author of "Standards into Practice: Grades 6-8," recently published by
the National Council of Teachers of English.
The University's College of Education research is centered on teachers and students, and
it's having a tremendous in Maine schools, according to Wilhelm. "Teachers really
understand reading strategies and apply that knowledge in the classroom," he says. "In
most case, phonemic awareness is a useful, scaffolding device to add brief support for
certain students at certain times. But we read to find meaning, not to identify words
without context."
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Literature-based reading has been implemented in Maine schools over the past decade,
and it's a major thrust of the University's elementary teacher preparation program. What
makes the difference in scores? While it's simplistic to say that one system does or
doesn't work, there are some important variables that are making a difference, according
to the UMaine teacher educators.
Maine has maintained small class sizes, both in elementary schools and in teacher
training programs in UMaine's College of Education. Class size is critical when it comes
to reading, as students who aren't reading well in a large class can get overlooked or lost
in the crowded shuffle.
While rural states generally are much less affluent than their urban counterparts,
educational innovations tend to start and spread quickly in rural areas. In Maine, the
dramatic innovation in teaching reading over the past decade is the use of many more
real books and far fewer workbooks and textbooks.
The impact of short-term, early intervention programs such as Reading Recovery for atrisk first graders, begun in Maine five years ago, is just beginning to show up in the
fourth grade scores.
The University's literacy faculty is significantly active on the national research level,
works closely with practicing teachers in the schools, and makes sure undergraduates are
knowledgeable in the complex process of learning to read, and in the research and best
practice, including a variety of strategies for teaching the reading and writing process.
Children come to school with very different backgrounds and abilities, and need different
approaches. Teachers versed in or restricted to only one method will reach only a limited
number of children. Maine teachers usually have the flexibility and the knowledge to
reach every child.
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